Essential Question: How can we reuse what we already have?

Unit 5 Week 2

Story
Bravo, Tavo!

Genre
Realistic Fiction

Story
"Trash into Art"

Genre
Expository Text

Story
"The New Hoop"

Genre
Realistic Fiction

Comprehension Strategy
summarize

Comprehension Skill
point of view

Vocabulary Strategy
homographs

Writing Traits
word choice

Grammar
subject and object pronouns

Other Skills
pronoun usage

Genre
realistic fiction

Vocabulary

gaze- to look steadily at something
conservation- the care of natural resources
discouraged- made to feel like giving up
frustration- a feeling of being upset because you can't do or have something
jubilant- to feel very happy or joyful
recycling- putting objects or materials through a special process so they can be used again
remaining- still in a certain place
tinkered- made small changes to something

SPELING/ PHONICS
inflectional endings
-ed, -ing, -s

names
named
naming
hopes
hoped
hoping
dances
danced
dancing
drops
dropped
dropping
wraps
wrapped
wrapping
basketball
airplane
birthday
driving
traded